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Abstract-A simple method for formofating the dyadic Green's functions in the spectral domain is presented for generalized printed traaaroiasion fines wbieh contain severaf dielectric layers and conductors appearing at several dielectric interfaa+s. The method is based on the transverse equivalent tranamiwion line for a spectraf wave and on a simple coordinate transformation. Tfds formulation process is so simple that often it is accompfiibed afmost by inspection of the physicaf cross-aectionaf sbwture of the transmission fine. Tbe method is applied to a new versatile transmission Iinq a mfcrastrfp-slot~me, and some numerical results are presented. In what follows, we first illustrate the formulation process for the microstrip line and subsequently extend it to a more general microstrip-slot structure. Numerical results for the microstrip-slot structure are also presented.
II.
ILLUSTRATION OF THE FORMULATION PROCESS
To illustrate the formulation process, we will use a simple shielded microstrip line shown in Fig. 1 . In conventional space-domain analysis [5] , this structure may be analyzed by first formulating the following coupled homogeneous integral equations and then solving for the unManuscript received October 26, 1979; revised February 2, 1980 . This work was supported in part by U.S. Army Research Officx under Grant DAA29-78-G-0145.
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where JX and J= are unknown current components on the strip and the Green's functions (impedance functions) 2=,, etc., are functions of unknown~as well. The integration is over the strip, and (1) and (2) are valid on the strip. The left-hand sides of these equations give E= and EX components on the strip and, hence, are required to be zero to satisfy the boundary condition at the perfectly conducting strip. These equations may be solved provided that Z==, etc., are given. However, for the inhomogeneous structures, these quantities are not available in closed forms.
In the spectral domain formulation, we use Fourier transforms of (1) and (2) and deal with algebraic equa-
instead of the convolution-type coupled integral equations (1) and (2). In (3) and (4) places.
The electric fields fic and~U are continuous at y = d and are related to the currents via
and~h are the input impedances looking
equivalent circuits at y = d and are given bỹ~= 
into the
are those in the TE circuit:
The final step consists of the mapping from the (u, v) to (x, z) a coordinate system for the spectral wave corre- 
pedance functions~zz, etc.~zX(a,h)
In the new formulation process we will make use of equivalent transmission lines in the y direction. To this (20) end, we recognize that from~X X(a, d) = N:~e(a,d)
EY(x,y)e '~ez = &~_w EY(a,y)e '~(a+flz) da 
We recognize that~. current creates only the TM fields and~U the TE fields. Hence, we can draw equivalent circuits for the TM and TE fields as in Fig. 3 . The characteristic admittances in each region are wherẽ .=~a-=Sine N,=~a~=COS6. (22) Notice that Z" and~h are functions of az +~2 and the ratio of a to~enters only through NX and N=.
It is easily shown that ( 19)- (21) 
HI. EXTENSION TO THE MICROSTRIP-SLOT

STRUCTURE
The method presented in the previous section may be extended to more complicated structures such as the microstrip-slot line structure in Fig. 4 . This structure is T 0= The subscripts, say ZX, indicate the direction of the field (Ez) caused by that of the contributing current (JX). The superscripts, say 12, signify the relation between the interface where the field is observed (1) and the one where the current is present (2).
IV. SOME FEATURES OF THE METHOD
The method presented here is useful in solving many printed line problems. We will summarize the procedure for the formulation. 1) When the structure is given, we first draw TM and TE equivalent circuits. Each layer of dielectric medium is represented by different transmission lines and whenever conductors are present at particular interfaces, we place current sources at the junctions between transmission lines. At the ground planes, these transmission lines are shorted. 2) We derive driving point and transfer impedances from the equivalent circuits. 3)
They are subsequently combined according to the suband superscript conventions described in the previous section, and we obtain the necessary impedance matrix elements.
The method has certain attractive features: 1) When the structures are modified, such changes are easily accommodated. For instance, when our structure has sidewalls, at say x= + L, to completely enclose the printed lines, all the procedures remain unchanged provided the discrete Fourier transform is used
On the other hand, when the top wall is removed, we only replace the shorted transmission line for the top-most layer with a semi-infinitely long one extending to y+ + co.
2) The formulation is independent of the number of strips and their relative location at each interface. Information on these parameters is used in the Galerkin's procedure to solve equations such as (3) and (4).
3) For some structures such as fin lines [8] , it is more advantageous to use admittance matrix which provides the current on the fins due to the slot field. The formulation in this case almost parallels the present one. Instead of the current sources, we need to use voltage sources in the equivalent circuits.
4) It is easily shown that the method is applicable to finite structures such as microstrip resonators and antennas. Instead of (5), we need to use double Fourier transforms in x and z directions so that only they dependence remains to allow the use of equivalent circuit concept. seen that, as the slot width increases, the guide wavelength becomes larger because the effect for the free space below the slot is more pronounced. This suggests that the guide wavelength is adjustable by two means, one by changing the strip width and another by varying the slot width.
VI.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a simple method for formulating the eigenvalue problems for dispersion characteristics of general printed transmission lines. The method is intended to save considerable analytical labor for these types of problems. In addition, the method provides certain unique features. The method is applied to the problem of microstrip-slot line believed useful in microwaveand millimeter-wave integrated circuits. Numerical results are also presented.
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